Abstract For a dynamic network based large vocabulary continuous speech recognizer, this paper proposes a fast language model (LM) look-ahead method using extended N -gram model. The extended N -gram model unifies the representations and score computations of the LM and the LM look-ahead tree, and thus greatly simplifies the decoder implementation and improves the LM look-ahead speed significantly, which makes higher-order LM look-ahead possible. The extended N -gram model is generated off-line before decoding starts. The generation procedure makes use of sparseness of backing-off N -gram models for efficient look-ahead score computation, and uses word-end node pushing and score quantitation to compact the model s storage space. Experiments showed that with the same character error rate, the proposed method speeded up the overall recognition speed by a factor of 5 ∼ 9 than the traditional dynamic programming method which computes LM look-ahead scores on-line during the decoding process, and that using higher-order LM look-ahead algorithm can achieve a faster decoding speed and better accuracy than using the lower-order look-ahead ones.
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